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Preface Supervisory Board

We are very proud to present this magazine to you, which 

has been composed by the excellent undergraduate 

students whom participated in the tenth edition of the 

Netherlands-Asia Honours Summer School (NAHSS).  

This magazine is a result of the dedication of an ambitious 

group of seventy students from twelve different Dutch 

research universities, who participated in a preparatory 

tract followed by an intensive one-week academic 

programme in the Netherlands and a two-week summer 

programme in Singapore.

The NAHSS is an unique joint effort of a triple helix 

network, consisting of three Dutch ministries, Dutch 

research universities and more than ten Dutch and Chinese 

multinationals. The aim of this collaboration between 

public, private, and academic partners is to enable talented 

students to experience the Chinese academics, business 

and culture. This experience will benefit our students’ 

understanding of China and is intended to increase 

their knowledge of China’s position on the global stage.  

To achieve this ambition, the students took on academic 

classes about China in the summer schools, visited both 

Dutch and Chinese multinationals and got acquainted 

with the Chinese culture. Furthermore, the NAHSS partners 

formulated eleven different research questions for our 

interdisciplinary groups of students, most of which are 

related to the theme of this year: Curbing Climate Change. 

These research projects uncovered compelling insights,  

as well as opportunities to strengthen the bilateral relations 

between the Netherlands and China. 

By means of this magazine, the students present their 

research projects on Curbing Climate Change and 

personal experiences to all of those who are interested 

and especially to the indispensable NAHSS partners, 

whose collaboration is highly valued and appreciated.

The NAHSS Supervisory Board is impressed by the 

dedication the students showed to the programme and 

their research projects in particular. We are very pleased to 

share the results of their projects with you and hope it will 

be a source of inspiration to all. 

On behalf of the NAHSS Supervisory Board,

Prof. Dr. Anton Pijpers

Chair NAHSS Supervisory Board,

President of the Executive Board of the Utrecht University
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Preface Program Board

As the Program Board of the NAHSS 2022, the three of 

us dedicated a full year to the organisation of this year’s 

edition of the programme. Throughout the year, we put all 

our energy and enthusiasm into providing a new group of 

ambitious participants the same memorable experience 

as we once received ourselves. 

Now that the NAHSS 2022 edition has officially come to 

an end, we are happy that we can look back on this year 

with warm feelings. The tenacious global pandemic forced 

us to adapt and organize a summer programme to be 

held in both the Netherlands and Singapore. Starting in 

October with brainstorming, meetings, and comparisons 

of destinations, we are delighted to have been able to 

realize a program in Asia again. The NAHSS 2021 proved 

how much of China is present in the Netherlands, and in 

some ways, a programme in our home country was very 

beneficial. For this year’s edition, we combined the best 

bits of the programme in the Netherlands and that in Asia. 

During the programme, we had the honour of seeing the 

participants develop new skills, engage with each other, 

and build friendships. It pleases us to witness that the 

NAHSS has won over their hearts, just like it won over 

ours. We proudly conclude that this edition successfully 

contributed to the NAHSS’ vision of broadening knowledge 

and awareness of China.

We feel honoured that we had the opportunity to 

organise, represent and further develop this programme. 

In this respect, we would like to thank all our partners 

for facilitating this programme and being supportive 

of its unique value, especially during these difficult 

times. Special thanks go out to our coaches from PwC,  

McKinsey & Company, and Utrecht University, who have 

guided us in improving the programme and at the same 

time developing our own skills. We also want to thank all 

our participants, who dedicated themselves to the NAHSS 

and advanced themselves at a quick pace to keep up with 

the challenges in a globalized world. 

We hope that through this magazine, we can share what 

the NAHSS programme offers to its students and how one 

summer can be life-changing.

Yours sincerely,

Huub Fenten, Eline Hoeken and Matthijs Loontjes

NAHSS Program Board 2022

FLTR: Huub Fenten (Student Recruitment, Media & Design), Eline Hoeken (Relations & China Affairs),  

Matthijs Loontjes (Finance, Events & Alumni) 
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Gain knowledge on the relation between the Netherlands and China to keep up 
with the advancements in a rapidly globalizing world.

The NAHSS in short

Who are we?

The Netherlands-Asia Honours Summer School (NAHSS) is a Dutch public-private initiative, supported by a unique Triple Helix network that 

consists of three Dutch ministries, twelve Dutch research universities and eleven leading Dutch and Chinese multinationals. The NAHSS 

yearly offers a select group of top performing students the chance to learn about the Chinese (business) culture and the academic world. 

Our participants are proactive and internationally oriented students from multidisciplinary study backgrounds. In 2022, the programme 

was held both in the Netherlands and Singapore due to the global Covid-19 pandemic.

The NAHSS programme entails several China related components,  

which can be summarized in our ABC-formula. The ABC formula consists 

of Academic, Business and Cultural aspects. Normally, the students visit 

China during the summer to totally submerge in the Chinese culture.  

Due to the restrictions related to the Covid-19 pandemic, a summer school 

in China was not possible. Instead, in 2022 a summer school in the 

Netherlands and in Singapore was organized. More on the programme in 

2022 can be found on page seven.

During the academic part students are lectured on the geo-political 

relations between China and the Netherlands, as part of the European 

Union. Students are invited to think about and discuss the relation with 

China, to identify its strengths and struggles. In the summer programme, 

the students will attend lectures at an university in the Netherlands and in 

Asia, to gain multicultural insights as well. The lectures will cover subjects 

of multidisciplinary disciplines. In this way, multiple perspectives are 

thoroughly analysed by the students.

The business aspect relates to the consultancy project on behalf of one 

of our partners. Also, several partners host company visits in Asia and 

the Netherlands during which students get an insight into the business 

culture of the firm.

The last branch of the ABC formula is the culture aspect. Here, students 

are given opportunities to explore and experience the traditional Chinese 

culture by following Chinese language and culture lessons, meeting local 

students, and engaging in cultural activities in Asia.

Leading up to the summer programme, the students perform a 

consultancy project for one of our partners in a multidisciplinary group.  

In Asia, they will present the results of this project and even get the chance 

to present it at their firms head office in the Netherlands!

The NAHSS in Numbers
   100 ambitious Dutch bachelor students 

yearly selected by a.o. McKinsey & Company

   Over 850 internationally-oriented and 

multidisciplinary alumni

   38% of our alumni works or has worked for 

one of our partnerss

   1/3 of our alumni’s jobs involves contact 

with Asia

Our China-oriented ABC Programme

The NAHSS-experience has  
opened my eyes to the numerous 

possibilities in China.
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China’s roleChina’s role
Gradually but inevitably, the world is becoming aware of the dire conse-
quences climate change will have. In every solution to this problem, China 
plays a crucial role. Not only is China the largest emitter of CO2 in the world, 
but it is also the largest consumer of coal. China could hide behind its status 
as a developing country, and so shirk its responsibilities in countering climate 
change. Yet, it chooses not to do so thereby opening many chances for the 
Netherlands and the EU to curb climate change together. 

In the Paris Agreement, China formulated various ambitious goals. These are 
coined the Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) and aim, for instance, 
to lower its carbon intensity per unit of GDP by about 60-65% in 2030 relative 
to 2005. China also strives to have 20% of the share of renewable energy to 
lessen its dependency on coal and has already become the largest investor 
in renewable energy.

We must be committed to green development. We must be committed to green development. 
Green mountains are gold mountains. To protect Green mountains are gold mountains. To protect 
the environment is to protect productivity, and to the environment is to protect productivity, and to 
improve the environment is to boost productivity.improve the environment is to boost productivity.

– President Xi Jinping– President Xi Jinping
at the Leaders Summit on Climateat the Leaders Summit on Climate

Relevance to the Netherlands and EURelevance to the Netherlands and EU
These green developments are of sig-
nificant relevance to the Netherlands 
and the EU since they could combat 
climate change. For example, if China 
were to scale up the number of solar 
panels, electric cars, or even hydrogen 
electrolysers, the costs per unit would 
decrease, ensuring that these sus-
tainable alternatives would become 
more viable. On top of that, these de-
velopments can impact economies 
worldwide. If China, one of the largest 
importers of oil, gas, and coal, were 
to completely switch from coal to gas, 
it would have a huge impact on glob-
al supply security and price develop-
ments.

Cooperation for a green futureCooperation for a green future
To pave the way for a green future, the Netherlands and the EU should attempt to accelerate these developments. By sup-
porting China in reaching its goals, China may choose to raise its NDCs and so global climate ambitions. The Netherlands 
and the EU could exchange knowledge on environmental technologies with China, actively involve China in multilateral 
energy forums, and create strategies with China to decrease emissions in shipping, just to mention a few. This will not only 
aid in curbing climate change but also opens opportunities for Dutch businesses who can test their new technology in Chi-
na on a large scale and see the demand for their knowledge increase. On the downside, violations of Intellectual Property 
Rights and forced technology transfers happen. These are some hurdles to overcome on the way to saving the planet.
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and new opportunities

This years’ summer program of the Netherlands-Asia Honours Summer School had a slightly different outset than normal. In previous editions, the 

students would go to China for five weeks and follow a summer school at a Chinese university. After the Covid-19 pandemic, the outline for the 

2022 delegation was rather different. The summer program consisted of a week-long summer school in Leiden and the Hague, and a two-week 

trip to Singapore. As usual, the programme consisted the ABC formula where Academic, Business and Cultural aspects provided the students to 

learn about China on an interdisciplinary level.

Programme In Singapore, the students visited a wide variety of 

companies from mulidisciplinary sectore. Dutch  

multinationals such as Philips, ING and ABN AMRO 

Clearing opened their doors for the students.  

Not only did the students get insights from multina-

tionals, but from local start-ups as well. They visited 

Growthwell foods, a start-up in plant-based food 

solutions and much more. Furthermore, A.S. Watson 

organised an inhouse-day event where the students 

learned more about sustainability and had to pitch 

their ideas on the topic. These company visits aimed 

to give the students a broad overview of the business 

culture in Singapore. 

Next to company visits, the students followed a chal-

lenging academic program at the National University 

of Singapore: “Preparing Dutch Talent for Asia’s Turn 

on the Global Stage.” These inspiring lectures varied 

from lectures on Singapore’s judicial system, climate 

change and the outlook for Asia in the coming years. 

The students had the opportunity to meet a lot of  

interesting professionals such as former president 

of the United Nations security council, Kishore  

Mahbubani. He gave an inspiring lecture about 

the relations between China and the United States.  

Furthermore, the Dutch ambassador Margriet Vonno 

invited the delegation to the Dutch residency in  

Singapore and Henk Ovink, special envoy for  

International Water Affairs of the UN, gave an  

inspiring and important talk on water scarcity.  

Lastly, the students got to see a lot of Singapore and 

its cultural highlights like the National Museum, bo-

tanical garden and Gardens by the Bay.
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Altogether, a very inspiring journey to have such a large group of 

ambitious and talented students from all different backgrounds exchange 

ideas and think about the challenges of tomorrow.

  The Dutch Summer School
From the 11th till the 15th of July, the summer school took place in 

Leiden and The Hague. The NAHSS students learned from a variety 

of cultural, economic, historical, and political topics of China and 

Asia in general. During the lectures, the students gained a better 

 understanding on contemporary regional and global issues in  

China and beyond. The goal of the summer school is to provide 

the students with the necessary tools to form their own opinion.  

By fostering discussion, maintaining an open attitude, and leaving 

ample time for questions the students gained valuable insights.  

Besides the lectures, a meeting with the Chinese ambassador took 

place, the students had a Tai Chi lesson and visited an Asian art 

gallery. In the evenings, there was time for relaxation and getting to 

know each other on a personal level.

  A new destination: Singapore
Due to the Covid regulations, an alternative destination was found. 

Singapore was a great fit for the NAHSS as the next destination.  

Not only is Singapore one of the largest economic hubs in Asia, 

home to a lot of our partners, but because the large Chinese  

population is it also a great fitting destination to learn about Chi-

na and the Chinese (business) culture. From the 26th of July till the 

10th of August, the students experienced a full schedule, filled with  

different cultural activities, company visits and lectures at the num-

ber one university of Asia: the National University of Singapore.
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To decarbonize their energy sector, China identified 

six industries for focused further advancement. 

One of these six industries is the hydrogen sector. 

This development together with power shortages 

stemming from i.a. carbon reduction goals, led 

team PwC to explore the opportunities for Dutch 

companies in the hydrogen sector in the coming 

five years.

We started by thoroughly examining existing knowledge 

and capabilities of Dutch companies. We identified a 

thriving hydrogen sector with a rich ecosystem of research 

institutes and partners. The Netherlands possesses 

key capabilities from the gas and off-shore industry 

regarding hydrogen grid roll-out, Carbon Capture and 

Storage, electrolysis and manufacturing capabilities.  

The Dutch are also heavily involved in hydrogen 

applications in industrial feedstock, electricity generation, 

long-term energy storage and industrial heating.

Moving on, we examined the Chinese market potential. 

The Chinese market turned out to be a possibly rewarding 

Student Experience:  
Ambition is okay!

Such a diverse group of people. That is my 

first thought when I see the list with names 

and bachelor’s degrees of all the students 

who are in the NAHSS 2022. During the  

kick-off weekend I discover that this group, 

with all its different backgrounds, definitely 

has one thing in common: the ambition to 

reach their full potential, both personally and 

in their career. Whether this is in the public or 

private sector, everyone’s ambition is more 

than evident. 

For some, this might be a ‘boring’ observation. 

For me, however, it was an eye opener, 

something I had not experienced before. 

Whether that is because of my bachelor’s, 

because I’m a woman: I don’t know. What I 

dó know is that the NAHSS has taught me a 

very important lesson: ambition is okay!

one, due to the investments originating from 

China’s sustainability push. From conducted 

interviews, we found that significant 

opportunities exist in offshore hydrogen, 

refeeding, and storage. However, issues 

surrounding IP-protection, level playing field 

and market access should be considered. 

Finally, we developed a market entry 

framework and mapped best practices 

for Dutch businesses willing to operate 

in China. We concluded that partnering 

with Chinese counterparts, by using joint 

ventures, is essential. Herein, building strong 

relationships, entering the market early in 

its lifecycle and strategic thinking are of the 

highest importance. 

So, can Dutch companies play a role in the 

Chinese transition towards a hydrogen 

economy? Most certainly. China is on 

its way towards building its sustainable  

hydrogen-fueled future. In this transition, 

Dutch know-how is essential to fill specific 

knowledge gaps. 

For more information, please listen to our 
podcast on Spotify - A NAHSS podcast: 
Hydrogen in China.

Boom or Bust

The NAHSS has taught me a very 
important lesson: ambition is okay!

Opportunities for Dutch companies in the  
Chinese energy transition

PricewaterhouseCoopers Student Experience:  
An unforgettable adventure

“You’ll be going on an unforgettable adventure 

together”. With these words, our NAHSS 

journey began in March 2022. And although 

these words sounded a bit exaggerated to 

me, nothing was less true.

The NAHSS is the most versatile project 

I’ve participated in. During this program, 

we worked with 70 students on several 

consultancy projects for both the public and 

private sector. Furthermore, we attended 

lectures from famous experts and visited 

companies and embassies during a summer 

program in the Netherlands and Singapore. 

As result, we developed a solid understanding 

of China and Asia.

Besides gaining academic, business, and 

cultural knowledge of Asia, the NAHSS is 

above all ‘gezellig’. This program offered me 

the opportunity to meet many new inspiring, 

motivated, and interesting people. In that 

way, I not only gained knowledge and skills 

during the NAHSS but also new friends.
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Build(ing) Your electric 
transportation Dreams
Analyzing innovative and creative ways to enhance and improve  
positive brand & product awareness for BYD’s electrical passenger cars

Build Your  
Dreams

BYD started the NAHSS journey in 2019 when the NAHSS students visited our HQ for the first time 

in Shenzhen. From this moment, we understood it would be a great chance for BYD to partner 

with NAHSS in order to connect with young talents who will be future leaders. As the partnership 

is one of BYD’s key values, collaboration with local companies, universities and NGOs is crucial 

to develop technological solutions and products that improve the lives of communities around 

the world. Additionally, it is a great chance to connect with potential candidates for our growth 

opportunities and generate brand awareness among the younger generations.

BYD has benefited from understanding the different thinking of multidisciplinary backgrounds 

and developing closer collaboration with the universities in the Netherlands, where our European headquarters are based.  

In addition to that, it has supported us with critical thinking about the projects we have worked on and provided a different 

point of view on the topics worked on so far.

We are really glad to collaborate with NAHSS once more. We appreciate all the work done by the NAHSS Program Board and 

our consultancy group. We support the hard work of students who had to combine their studies with the NAHSS programme. 

This shows that they want to develop themselves further and learn about business in practice. As our name says ‘Build Your 

Dreams’, we believe that the NAHSS its goals are in line with our mission of working hard to build dreams.

Diana Barbosa &  
Tim Bryant
Marketing Specialist & European Training Leader

safety the most. Because these are BYD’s strong 

suits, they should emphasize those features 

in their marketing campaign which make their 

cars attractive to Dutch consumers. With these 

insights, we wish BYD the best of luck to conquer 

the electric vehicle market in the Netherlands and 

build its dream of an electric future! 

Student Experience: 
The Singaporean way: 
Chinese influences and acting 
like a western country

Hotpotting, gaining knowledge at the 

National Museum, strolling around China 

Town, and feasting your eyes on the light 

show at Gardens by the Bay. During the 

NAHSS trip to Singapore, I was fascinated 

by Singapore’s different cultures and 

population groups. Although Singaporean 

architecture initially reflects a western view 

of the city-state, it becomes apparent that 

Chinese influences run like a thread through 

the city-state. 

The NAHSS has given me the opportunity 

to face the cultural differences between 

the Netherlands and Asia in real-life. It has 

changed my worldview and sparked my 

Curbing climate change has become more 

important than ever and the use of electric cars 

can serve as one of the solutions. The Chinese 

firm BYD (Build Your Dreams) has already 

conquered the electric vehicle market in China but 

is still relatively unknown among the Dutch public. 

Therefore, we, as a student team, had the task to 

help BYD understand how to improve its brand 

awareness and match the preferences of young-

minded Dutch consumers interested in electric 

passenger cars. To gather useful information, 

we used three different methods; a newly 

developed survey filled in by 145 respondents; 

in-depth interviews with multiple specialists of 

well-established car dealerships; and data from 

the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and Water 

Management about the current use of EVs.  

At the moment, BYD has not launched their 

electric passenger cars yet in the Netherlands. 

In order to enter the Dutch market competitively, 

we advise BYD to (1) invest in both a strong online 

and offline presence, since consumers start 

their search online, but want to make the actual 

purchase at a physical dealership. In addition, 

(2) BYD should offer customers the possibility 

to make a test drive and (3) take advantage of 

their short delivery time because 58% of the 

customers do not want to wait longer than three 

months. Finally, consumers value price and 

It has changed my 
worldview and  

sparked my interest  
in China even more.

Student Experience: 
A different view on a country 
in transition

Last summer I participated in the tenth 

edition of NAHSS which took place in 

Singapore for the first time. A country the 

size of Utrecht, but with more than 6 million 

inhabitants and countless influences from a 

distinct and diverse past. During this summer 

school, we followed, among other things, 

an interactive program at the National 

University of Singapore. A prestigious and 

internationally recognized university with a 

beautiful campus and modern facilities.

Most students realize that China is an 

emerging global power that is now looking 

to knock off mighty America in economic, 

political, and military terms as well.  

For many, this can create a sense of dread. 

However, the academic program has 

made me realize the need to see China’s 

transition from a more nuanced perspective. 

By learning about all the facets linked to 

multiculturalism, the rule of law, history, 

climate change, and geopolitical relations, 

the NAHSS has helped me to view future 

events not only from a Western perspective 

but also from a Chinese one.

interest in China even more. Reflecting on 

my participation in the NAHSS, I can proudly 

say that it was an unforgettable experience 

in which I met fantastic people from different 

academic disciplines.
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Towards a Circular  
Economy with Innovation  
from Singapore
Investigating whether (digital) innovations from Singapore could be  
brought to the Netherlands for a sustainable future

Ministry of 

Infrastructure 

and Water  

Management

The Dutch government strives for a fully 

circular economy by 2050, but several 

commodity trends are not moving in the 

right direction yet. Digital innovation can 

play an important role in accelerating 

this crucial transition, and Singapore is 

known for being a frontrunner in this field. 

Having waste issues and limited natural 

resources and land, Singapore faces similar 

challenges to the Netherlands, making it 

an interesting country to learn from. 

Throughout our research, we explored 

digital innovations from Singapore which 

contribute to a circular economy. Our main 

findings were presented in an advisory 

report containing recommendations to 

implement in the Netherlands and concepts 

which we advised against. For this, the 

opportunities and risks posed by the 

innovations themselves as well as socio-

cultural, economic, and political differences 

between both countries were analyzed.

Curbing climate change as  
this year’s NAHSS theme could 

not be more relevant in the 
society of today.

Student Experience:  
Broaden your Horizon 

Curbing climate change as this year’s NAHSS theme could not be more relevant in 

the society of today. Since I have a medical background and therefore spend most 

of my time learning about anatomy, the NAHSS gave me a great opportunity to 

broaden my horizon. During the last couple of months, I have learned about politics, 

economics, sustainability, and much more. Not only have I grown on an academic 

level, I also met the most ambitious and inspiring students. Sharing our knowledge 

and different perspectives on certain topics led to valuable collaborations within our 

group projects. Moreover, the journey to Singapore contributed to many new cultural 

experiences. I’ll never forget the amazing food in the hawker centres and the great 

diversity of ethnicities.

In 2014, I was a participant in the NAHSS myself. 

It was a great experience, attending the summer 

school of the Chinese University of Hong Kong,  

visiting so many companies, and writing an article about 

waste management for the FD. So when the question came whether I wanted to 

provide a challenge from the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management as a 

consultancy project, I was immediately enthusiastic. 

The consultancy project provided by the Ministry is about learning from other 

countries, Singapore in this specific case, on how to use digital innovations for the 

transitions of the ministry. For this consultancy project, we choose the transition 

towards a circular economy. The students of the NAHSS team did a very thorough 

job researching the different possible technologies, from the application of AI 

and blockchain to monitor the transport of fruit to the use of smart strategies as 

gamification to boost the recycling of e-waste.

The most interesting finding of the team was that Singapore is so successful 

in its transition towards a circular economy because they have a very effective 

communication strategy for the reduction of waste. While in the Netherlands, we are 

mostly focusing on recycling. And a non-digital solution.

My experience working with the NAHSS team has been very positive.  

The team did a great job and was very reliable and enthusiastic.

Sophie Pak
Advisor and Data Analyst Digitalization

Despite initially focusing on digital innovations, 

our research has shown that the success 

of sustainability-related innovations is not 

necessarily due to their digital nature. 

Singapore has various innovations centered 

on steering consumer behavior, including 

ALBA’s StepUp app for e-waste recycling, 

PUB’s water use campaigns, and BarePack’s 

reusable takeaway containers. While the 

Singapore government actively encourages 

its citizens to make sustainable choices, Dutch 

citizens are less centrally directed to improve 

their consumption behavior. Addressing the  

socio-cultural aspects of Dutch consumers 

more actively is therefore important.  

We realized that technology-intensive 

innovations are not the only way forward 

toward a circular economy since more 

examples fall under “soft innovations”. 

Nevertheless, DiMuto is a digital innovation 

that has sufficient support to be implemented 

in the Netherlands. This innovation helps 

reduce food waste throughout the supply chain 

by monitoring produce quality with AI and 

blockchain, technologies that the Netherlands 

has already become acquainted with on a 

small scale. However, it is necessary to first 

provide companies with sufficient knowledge 

to dare to implement such an innovation. 

Innovations such as a national digital twin 

or the plastic recycling ZERO project were 

discouraged. While Singapore is a frontrunner 

in large-scale digitization, the Netherlands 

is underdeveloped in this field and privacy 

considerations related to handling sensitive 

data hinder the possible implementation of 

such innovations.

Student Experience:  
War stripes and passionate discussions

On one of our first days in Singapore, we attended a beach volleyball tournament. This day proved 

to be exemplifying of the NAHSS, let me tell you why. In the scorching sun, the NAHSS teams fought 

for the trophy, some of them decked out with war stripes on their body. While supporting the teams, 

I had in-depth conversations about diplomacy, law, and mechanical engineering, some completely 

foreign concepts for an econometrics student, but the passion of the people made these topics 

super interesting. Some of us still had to get used to the Asian weather and walked around with 

war-stripes tan lines for the rest of the week. Eventually, we did not win the trophy, but bonding 

with new, fascinating people in this way led to some friendships that last longer than any tan line 

or trophy ever could.
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Student Experience:  
The Importance of Listening

Before the NAHSS, I had experienced a group 

work process that went so smoothly and 

resulted in such a high-quality consultancy 

product. During the NAHSS summer school, 

I had the most unique conversations 

ranging from upbringing and political views, 

to student life; whether on the beach in 

Scheveningen, or on top of a Singaporean 

rooftop bar. At times, I felt on top of the world. 

But, the NAHSS left plenty of room to critically 

contemplate lectures, business visits, culture, 

and conventional worldviews. 

For those familiar with Asian cultures, 

Singapore is a walk down memory lane 

and a glimpse into the unseen yet realistic 

future. As a student from rural Wageningen, 

a look outside the “bubble” was refreshing.  

The NAHSS setting of a new culture with a new 

group once again reminded me to postpone 

judgment, listen and engage with anyone, no 

matter where they are from. People might just 

help you open a door to a new perspective 

or opportunity on the road to real impact.  

After all, it’s all about the people on this 

planet, and up to us to make it a better place. 

While I often find myself occupied with the 

question of whether traveling is worth the 

planetal impact, I believe that deepening 

experiences abroad makes you see, hear, 

feel, and eventually understand things 

that distance learning cannot. The whole 

NAHSS experience has left me with lasting 

friendships and made a lasting impact 

on me through the lessons learned, skills,  

and connections.

Closing coal power plants 
An opportunity for architecture?

Office for 

Metropolitan 

Architecture

Before the NAHSS,  
I had never experienced 

a group work process 
that went so smoothly 
and resulted in such  

a high-quality 
consultancy product.

Student Experience:  
Unrealistically Perfect

Singapore is widely known for its well-organized society. The public spaces 

are clean, safe, and modern. The different ethnic and cultural groups that 

make up Singapore’s society seem to live together in a peaceful and respectful 

fashion. But such apparent perfection always leaves one wondering:  

how is it actually achieved?

In the two weeks, we got multiple lectures from researchers in the social 

sciences at the National University of Singapore. They all elaborated on the 

cultural melting pot that Singapore is. The talks focused on different groups, 

especially on the issues that might cause social unrest, such as poverty 

or discrimination. It became clear that the government wants as much 

information as possible about the situation of its citizens. The government 

tries to stimulate the Singaporean identity as a multicultural city-state.  

Although there is nothing surprising about the choice, it is interesting to 

see the subtle tools that are employed. It certainly explained the heavy 

investments in the social sciences, as a subtle piece of social engineering.

In March 2022, the Office for Metro-

politan Architecture (OMA) challenged 

us, students of the Netherlands-Asia 

Honours Summer School, to analyze the 

opportunities regarding the transfor-

mation of closed coal power plants in 

China. To evaluate this complex matter, we 

used a multifaceted approach, enriching 

our own interdisciplinary knowledge 

through talks with various professionals. 

Additionally, we consulted various locals 

and included an overarching perspective 

on China’s unique culture.

Roughly four months later, we presented our 

results in the magazine “Closing coal power 

plants – An opportunity for architecture?”.  

We dissected the challenge into three 

themes: “Energy transition”, “Architecture” and  

“Socio-economic perspectives”, formulating 

key takeaways for each of them. From the first 

theme, we learned that China is not planning 

to scale down their coal power capacity 

anytime soon, unfortunately. Energy security 

is currently being prioritized over sustainability.  

However, the continuous expansion of 

renewables will naturally force coal power into 

lower utilization, eventually. 

Secondly, from the “Architecture” theme it was 

clear that a bottom-up approach is preferred 

when it comes to repurposing former industrial 

sites. Still, there is uncertainty about OMA’s 

chances in the Chinese architectural landscape. 

They would need to find a niche in order to set 

themselves apart from the competition. 

Then, regarding the “Socio-economic 

perspectives”, we concluded that the three 

million people employed in the coal power 

sector might be affected by the future Chinese 

energy transition. Although their relocation is 

not seen as the main issue by many, we believe 

OMA should still engage and not disregard the 

social ties in those communities. 

Combining the conclusions from the different 

themes, we provided OMA with advice that will 

help them to further develop a strategy toward 

the issue. Although more challenging than 

initially thought, we believe there’s still light at 

the end of the tunnel.

As a Dutch-founded architectural practice that 

has long been active in Asia, we are interested 

in engaging with new topics in the region. 

 Collaborating with NAHSS students helps us 

understand these topics from different perspectives.

This year’s contribution anticipates potential 

questions that our colleagues at OMA might have 

when starting a transformation project in Asia.  

We imagine that the magazine will serve as a 

reference for architects and designers seeking to learn about the complexities 

inherent to this type of work, specifically in relation to China.

We very much enjoyed working with this year’s team! Our collaborators were 

curious and engaged and delivered a project that exceeded our expectations 

at every stage. It was inspiring to see the team draw from their interdisciplinary 

backgrounds and approach and define the research topic from various standpoints 

– social, political, environmental, and economic.

Sylvia Chan &  
Nathalie Agostini
Communications Manager / Research Editor &  

Public Relations Officer
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Grey or green: The potential  
and impact of nature-based  
solutions in coastal cities.
Identifying the drivers and barriers to the implementation of the urban  
nature-based solution in Rotterdam and Singapore.

Arcadis

As Arcadis, we find it important to 

share knowledge with students and 

vice versa to be able to learn from 

their often refreshing ideas. One of the many initiatives that we 

support in this context is the NAHSS. Because I have worked a lot 

in China and Asia, I had the opportunity to guide the NAHSS team 

this year.

In many of our Resilience projects, our clients ask for “Nature-

based Solutions”. Although we have a lot of knowledge on this 

topic, the actual acceptance and implementation of such solutions 

are often difficult. The student team is investigating why this is and 

offers suggestions on how we can best deal with it in our projects.  

This allows us to improve the quality of our services.

The fascinating thing about a NAHSS student team is the enormous 

multidisciplinary it represents. From hardcore gamma to hardcore 

beta and everything in between. I think this contributed to the 

excellent quality of their work and advice. I am also impressed by 

the enthusiasm and energy with which the group has set to work 

as a team. This is probably inherent to the type of student that 

enters the NAHSS, but for me, it was a pleasure to experience.

Rob Steijn
Director International  

Water & Environment

With rapid urbanization and the 

global temperature rising, coastal 

cities are increasingly facing water-

related challenges. These urban areas 

are fighting against water: building 

dikes to keep out seawater and 

catching rainwater through rain pipes.  

However, in a time where the need for 

climate resilience is larger than ever, it 

is time to think smarter. Working with 

nature instead of against it.

In the past months we have been 

commissioned by Arcadis to investigate the 

concept of Nature-based Solutions (NbS), 

which can be defined as solutions that are 

inspired and supported by nature, such as 

growing forests to regenerate ecosystems. 

Our goal with this research was to provide 

Arcadis with the drivers and barriers of 

implementing NbS in the context of urban 

water management, specifically for coastal 

cities. Additionally, we aimed to provide 

Arcadis with recommendations on how to 

best participate in a transition towards NbS in 

the specific area of Singapore. 

As a frontrunner in both technological 

innovation and ‘greening the city’, Singapore 

was a suitable area to investigate the 

potential of implementing (new) NbS.  

To substantiate our research, we performed 

three case studies in Rotterdam: a coastal 

city facing similar challenges in terms of 

water storage and coastal protection. 

Both Singapore and Rotterdam are highly 

populated and are therefore limited in their 

use of space when it comes to implementing 

infrastructural changes. Taking this into 

account, we identified the drivers and 

barriers for three specific NbS in Rotterdam 

and ranked them based on their impact and 

likelihood to happen. Next, we placed these 

into the context of the area of Singapore.

We looked at three nature-based solutions: 

green roofs, permeable pavement, and 

artificial reefs, all being named as effective 

types of ‘green’ infrastructure improving a 

city’s (climate) resilience. We concluded that 

for Singapore, Arcadis should best focus on the 

wider use of integrated permeable pavement 

structures, as well as the development 

of artificial reefs for coastal protection.  

Green roofs in this case were expected to 

be less of interest for Arcadis, as Singapore 

already appeared to be one of the world 

leaders in making their buildings green. 

Additionally, we provided Arcadis with a 

framework on how to best implement any 

(new) NbS. The key message in this frame-

work was to create a more holistic approach, 

both in the implementation of the NbS, and 

in the partnerships Arcadis chooses and their 

way of working. Concrete recommendations 

included adding ‘visible’ elements to the 

NbS so that people realize that an NbS is no 

ordinary solution. By attracting attention to 

for example permeable pavement, people 

are educated on the purpose of having 

them. Additionally, we recommended 

Arcadis include interdisciplinary teams when 

considering an NbS, in order to reflect the 

multifunctional use of NbS.

Student Experience: 
Climate change its challenges 
in the corporate world

As a student with a background in technology, it was 

very interesting to get in contact with the Singaporean 

corporate culture. At times it was overwhelming, but it 

gave many insights into the sometimes hard world of 

business. It is not always easy to drive change – in regard 

to for example sustainability – especially in a short term. 

However, there are certainly large companies that are 

willing to work towards a greener future. Working with 

nature-based solutions was an example of how we can 

transition to climate-resilient cities. In the end, getting in 

touch with (the Singaporean) business culture offered me 

a broader. 

Student Experience: 
A program for enthusiasts

I truly enjoyed the NAHSS program. Not only did I enjoy it, but I 

also learned much from it. What struck me most was the passion 

and enthusiasm of my peers. It has been a fantastic experience to 

engage in fruitful discussions about, for example, the geopolitical 

situation in Taiwan or the meaning of work. Besides insightful 

conversations with my peers, I have been enlightened by various 

experts who shared their unique insights with us. These lecture 

talks changed my opinion about European-Asian relations and 

challenged me to think critically about economic and political 

collaboration with China.

What struck me most was the passion and  
enthusiasm of my peers.
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findings. Next, we zoomed in specifically on 

Singapore. First of all, we drew up a legal 

framework for voluntary carbon credits.  

Since the Singaporean government had no 

clear definition of what a carbon credit would 

entail, there was no clear legislation about 

it. CIX is an interesting company trying to 

launch into the VCCM. In our eyes, this would 

be the biggest contender for AACB to do 

business with. After extensive research and 

interviewing and emailing employees, they 

eventually turned out not to have a need for a  

clearing agency.

In the end, we conducted a SWOT analysis 

which laid out our findings, both pro’s, 

and cons, about entering the VCCM in 

Singapore. The conclusion is that the market 

is undeveloped as of now, but the growing 

market increases the opportunities for AACB 

within a few years.

During our project, we got to experience 

lots of exciting and fun things. We had two 

partner meetings at the ABN AMRO Clearing 

headquarters, where we got a tour of the 

building, the biggest trade floor in Europe 

and we even got to sit down with their global 

COO/CSO! Our mentor Jake was really 

enthusiastic and passionate about his work. 

He even arranged a visit to the Singapore 

Stock Exchange (SGX) and the AACB Singapore 

branch! This made the Singapore trip even 

more memorable and an amazing end of  

the program.

Trading Carbon 
in Singapore

ABN AMRO 

Clearing Bank

I myself am an alumnus of the NAHSS programme in 2015, and when I was presented with the 

opportunity to host a project group for ABN AMRO Clearing I immediately saw the potential. The 

NAHSS programme opened many doors for me, and was the motivating factor to continue my 

academic career in Shanghai, China. As coordinator, I hope to provide the participants with an 

insight into the world of finance and do so in a way that is engaging, but most importantly fun. It is 

also great to meet such a diverse and ambitious group of students every year, all at the start of their professional careers. I still 

keep in contact with many of the participants from my year, despite all choosing different career paths – and I think the bonding 

experience the NAHSS provides is unlike any other.

ABN AMRO Clearing consistently looks for new opportunities around the globe to expand our business offering. This year we have 

asked our project group to analyze the Voluntary Carbon Credit Market. The link between financial markets and sustainability 

is not exactly obvious and therefore requires creativity to apply in a highly complex environment. For new initiatives, we always 

seek an out-of-the-box perspective that emphasizes opportunities rather than limitations. The NAHSS participants perfectly fit 

this profile with their diverse academic backgrounds and their assiduous work ethic.

Working with this year’s NAHSS project group has been a pleasure – they have been professional in their interaction, creative 

in the solutions and recommendations, and highly independent in their analysis.

Jake van Baarsel
Business Developer - Synthetics

Our client, ABN AMRO Clearing Bank 

(AACB), asked us to investigate the 

possibility of entering the Voluntary 

Carbon Credit Market (VCCM) in 

Singapore. Before investigating this, it 

was important to understand two things: 

what AACB does and what VCCM is. 

AACB can be seen as an intermediary between 

buyers and sellers on exchanges. Their main 

task is to eliminate risk and make sure that 

every transaction is successful. In the VCCM 

emission rights are traded instead of bonds or 

stocks. These rights represent CO2 reductions 

and can be bought and traded by big 

companies wanting to offset their emissions to 

reach net zero. The VCCM is an opportunity for 

AACB to contribute to sustainability. 

To research how AACB could be of service 

in this upcoming industry, we first analyzed 

the market in Australia, Europe, China, and 

Singapore. We concluded that the market 

is indeed growing and theoretically suitable 

for AACB. We also interviewed a couple of 

specialists on the topic, who confirmed these 

Student Experience:  
The personal aspect

Next to the focus on education and self-development 

during the NAHSS programme, there is also plenty of 

time to relax and enjoy the ride. In the pictures you 

see our team having dinner together in Singapore. 

By working together so intensively, you get a better 

understanding of each other real quick. Due to 

this personal connection, you stay motivated and 

passionate about the project. Furthermore, it is a 

possibility to learn more about each other’s strengths 

and weaknesses. The various study backgrounds of 

the team members make for interesting conversations 

and discussions.

Student Experience:  
First impressions

The first partner meeting at ABN AMRO Clearingset the tone for the rest of the NAHSS programme. After a successful 

presentation to the COO of ABN AMRO Clearing and our supervisor, we all went out for drinks with our supervisor, 

some of his colleagues, and our team. Speaking to the COO during the first part of the day was enlightening.  

She was incredibly motivated to have an impact on the fight against climate change and for our project to have impact.  

Later, having discussions with all these professionals over drinks about their careers, and hearing about the opportunities 

they encountered, the challenges they faced, and the fun as well as more serious aspects of their careers was truly 

enlightening and helped me determine the path of my future career. The first partner meeting truly motivated me and 

put me on the path for the rest of the NAHSS.
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Circularity as a solution  
to a solar future

Huawei

Being the market leader of solar systems in 

the Benelux at the moment, Huawei finds 

itself in a luxurious position, where it can 

afford the large-scale investments needed 

to create a circular production process 

and build the relevant communication tool 

expansion as a marketing strategy, while not 

lacking on other elements that allow Huawei 

to operate the way it currently operates. 

Most importantly, it is relevant for Huawei 

to start the circular production process and 

it is also important to identify the different 

assessment tools that can be integrated into 

the FusionSolar app (both economic, as well 

as environmental assessment methods will 

improve Huawei’s image). The promotion of 

the app to potential customers needs to be 

done by emphasizing the start of a more 

sustainable circular process, as well as the 

integration of technological solutions which 

customers can benefit from providing USPs to 

choose Huawei over others. The combination 

of these steps will result in a boost for 

Huawei’s image, as well as a new way of 

profit-creation and addressing competitors 

by providing an improved user experience.  

This report will delve into all the ideas 

providing Huawei the insight into our ideas 

which in the long run can be beneficial for 

Huawei to keep its leadership position.

Student Experience:  
‘Marina Bae’

Singapore is a buzzing country with a mixture of different cultures, landscapes, 

and developments: a perfect location for the NAHSS. The key for Singapore is 

to find harmony in all of its differences, and for NAHSS, it was also important to 

use the difference as a tool for more sustainable solutions, which had become 

evident after hearing everyone’s business-case solutions. What jumped out 

most to me is how my way of thinking changed as I was put in the NAHSS 

environment in Singapore. There was one day that put my whole experience of 

the NAHSS in perspective. That day we hiked McRitchie as well as walked around 

‘Marina Bae’, only to discover that although these two places are very different 

from each other, the distance between them is tiny. While walking McRitchie,  

I thought it was unfortunate that skyscrapers were still part of the view. But by 

the end of the day, as I walked at Marina Bae, I discovered that this is what 

Singapore is about: while we each do our own thing, and have our own cultures 

and traditions, they support each other. Without Singapore being a business 

hotspot, we would not be able to enjoy the well-maintained hiking trails and 

nature, and the planned infrastructure of everyday life. Similarly at NAHSS, if we 

didn’t appreciate the different perspectives and fields we were thinking from, 

we could not come up with sustainable solutions. The combination of Singapore 

and NAHSS was a perfect example of acceptance and innovation, and it has 

opened my mind greatly.

Student Experience: 
Connecting with China  
from Singapore

As an adoptee from China, the NAHSS 

offered me the chance to get to know more 

about my roots. During the cultural aspect 

of the programme I got introduced to the 

Chinese language and learned more about 

the Chinese culture; such as following a  

Tai-Chi lesson and getting cultural lectures 

given by Chinese people. The trip to 

Singapore was also quite impressive; more 

than 70% of the citizens has Chinese roots 

too, thus for two weeks I had the feeling to 

fit more into the street scene compared to 

the Netherlands. All in all, this programme 

gave me the opportunity to get even more 

connected to my origin.

Student Experience: 
Singapore back in time

Even though Singapore is incredibly calm 

and peaceful for its enormous size, the 

urge to escape the ever-present tall sky 

scrapers around you grows after some time.  

Therefore, we came to the great idea to visit 

Pulau Ubin, a Singaporese island located only 

on a five minute ferry ride from the city itself. 

Our Dutch roots forced us to visit the island by 

bike, which was a great experience. It was also 

the first time we discovered something that 

was not perfectly functioning in Singapore: 

it seemed as if we were the first ones in ten 

years’ time to touch the bikes. The island 

gave a glimpse of how Singapore looked like 

some fifty years ago: small wooden houses 

surrounded by tropical jungle and monkeys 

and wild hogs crossing the streets. It was 

a nice experience which showed that even 

Singapore still has some areas hidden away 

which are not yet meticulously planned and 

organized. Definitely a must see in Singapore!

The combination of Singapore and 
NAHSS was a perfect example of 
acceptance and innovation, and it 

has opened my mind greatly.
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A.S. Watson’s Database A.S. Watson

Our main focus is the customer and the smile 

on their faces. We can tell that sustainability 

is becoming increasingly important to our 

customers, colleagues, the planet, and the 

communities we operate in. These four pillars are 

the foundation of our A.S. Watson Sustainability 

strategy globally. However, sustainability and 

climate change specifically, comes with their 

challenges. In terms of Greenhouse Gases (GHG), 

one of A.S. Watsons’ key focus regarding climate 

change, we would like to take our responsibility 

throughout our whole value chain. Therefore, we need to look at how we 

manage our Scope 3 emissions (Scope 1 & 2 are in control). Regarding the 

challenging Scope 3, the project group brings a lot of useful insights and a 

valuable end conclusion with their consultancy project at A.S. Watson. This 

helps us to further optimize our Scope 3 emissions, which contributes to 

curbing climate change.

I think we can look back at a fruitful collaboration! The students took 

every opportunity to learn more about the project and find out what was 

happening in the market around us. They maintained a structured approach 

and we had regular check-ins. The students were very result-driven, which 

definitely contributed to the successful end result.

Rowie van den Bulk & 
Suzanne van Kooten
Change Manager IT & People and  

Change Coordinator

methodology, time interval consistency, 

completeness, and validity were of great 

importance. The most important tool 

which can be used for building such a 

database is one that helps in calculating 

the product’s carbon footprint by analyzing 

the different components of a given product 

and estimating the emission factors 

per component. There are several other 

companies that could help A.S. Watson 

out with this process, such as South Pole. 

They have created a similar database 

together with eBay, which is similar in terms 

of size and the variety of their products. 

In comparison to other retailers and their 

best practices, A.S. Watson can probably 

look towards Unilever and ASML and try to 

emulate their methods. In short, we advised 

A.S. Watson to collect as much Primary Data 

as possible from their suppliers, fill in the 

gaps by using secondary data as estimated 

by the Average Data Method, and make use 

of the expertise of third parties to help in  

the process.

Student Experience:  
Chasing the orchid dream

My expectations have been exceeded 

in the multi-faceted NAHSS program.  

My highlights involve all three NAHSS pillars. 

Academically, I enjoyed the valuable (guest) 

lectures, especially from the Singaporean 

Attorney General at the National University 

of Singapore. In terms of business, through 

NAHSS I was able to experience first-hand 

what it is like to do (student) consultancy 

work with a reputable multinational;  

A.S. Watson. Finally, the culture of Singapore 

as a true melting pot of Asia has given me 

a broad insight into the customs of Asia. 

Besides the professional part, I made new 

friendships, enjoyed the energy of the NAHSS 

participants, and expanded my network.  

I am already looking forward to the alumni 

reunions and reflecting on the unforgettable 

NAHSS time together.

The main question in A.S. Watson’s 

consultancy case was as follows:  

“Is it possible to create a database that 

contains all of the emissions data from 

their upstream supply chain?” And, if this 

is the case, how can such a database be 

implemented at A.S. Watson within the next 

year? In order to answer these questions, 

the team firstly looked into how A.S. Watson 

currently keeps track of its upstream 

emissions, both within the company and 

from suppliers. Additionally, we looked into 

the other requirements and prerequisites 

which need to be fulfilled in order to 

effectively implement such a database in 

A.S. Watsons’ carbon reduction strategy.  

An often-recurring data allocation 

method was the Average Data Method. 

For this method, the reporting company 

needs emission factor- and activity 

data. This method had its strengths and 

weaknesses but was still the main part 

of our final recommendation. In regard to 

the other requirements, the data collection 

Student Experience:  
Making memories for life

After an exciting Kick-Off weekend, in which we were introduced to our consultancy projects, the companies, and the 70 other students 

of the NAHSS, our time with the NAHSS and more specifically A.S. Watson began. Together with a group of six enthusiastic students 

we delved into numerous papers and received several expert sessions from A.S. Watson, which led to a strong base from which we 

could develop our final advice. Weekly group meetings combined with biweekly partner meetings led to a quick and efficient start.  

Eventually, we were able to gather more and more knowledge ourselves and could make a recommendation based on a wide variety 

of factors. For me personally, it was a great project in which I found out where my future lies, but also learned more about consultancy, 

supply chains, data analysis, sustainability, and much more. The summer school track in Leiden and Singapore was the cherry on top of 

an already great program. The many company visits, lectures, projects, and fun activities were the perfect way to end this great journey.

Student Experience:  
New friends, experiences,  
and lessons learned

Before I started the NAHSS, I did have 

somewhat of an idea of what I was getting 

into, but it ended up giving me so much more 

than I had expected. Back in March, during 

the Kick-Off weekend, I was already intrigued 

by the many ambitious students from all over 

the country and from many different study 

backgrounds. This was also when I first met 

my A.S. Watson project group, as well as the 

partner for which we would be working over 

the next several months. Our project was 

definitely challenging at times, especially since 

the topic was quite removed from my study 

background. Nonetheless, I thoroughly enjoyed 

it and learned so much about the world of 

sustainability, supply chains, and cosmetics. 

Apart from the consultancy project, there was 

the social aspect the NAHSS had to offer as well. 

This in particular ended up delivering so much 

more than I would have expected beforehand. 

The amount of interesting new people I met 

was staggering, and it is without a doubt these 

people which made the weeks we spent in 

Leiden and Singapore so much better. I am 

deeply grateful to the NAHSS and everyone I 

have met for the experiences we all shared.
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An inside look into  
Singapore’s (inclusive)  
sports market
Attaining opportunities and collaborations for OSF in Singapore

Orange Sports Forum

We worked on a project for Orange Sports 

Forum (OSF), an organisation of Dutch sports 

companies. Their partners include Feyenoord, 

KNHB and NOC*NSF. They asked us to 

explore the business opportunities for them 

in Singapore. We answered this question 

by focussing on two main topics. First, the 

accessibility of sports for people with a disability 

(PWD) and by researching the accessibility 

of sports in two different neighbourhoods 

with different socio-economic circumstances.  

Out of our research that included academic 

papers as well as field work, we were able 

to provide recommendations for Orange 

Sports Forum. For OSF, the most interesting 

opportunities were found in creating more 

facilities for children’s’ playgrounds, building 

more stadia and supplying water facilities for 

public sports facilities. Next to this, we found 

that though there are activities organised for 

PWD’s, these are not organised on a regular 

basis. Apart from that, still not all facilities are 

able to cater to the needs of PWD’s.

Student Experience:  
Out of your comfort zone,  
an amazing experience!

When I look back at my experience with the 

NAHSS, a couple of things come to mind: the 

Kick-Off weekend, a week of summer school 

in The Hague and Leiden and of course our 

time in Singapore. I feel very blessed to have 

had the opportunity to connect to so many 

interesting people, both my peers as people 

working in various fields. In this sense, the 

NAHSS encouraged us to get out of our 

comfort zone. I was introduced to fields I had 

never thought of looking into before, as well as 

to people with very different backgrounds than 

me. All in all: an amazing experience!

After a first introduction to the program and my 

fellow students during the Kick-Off weekend in 

Utrecht late March, the consultancy projects 

took off. Although starting a project like 

that with a group of new people is always 

challenging, we quickly got to know each other 

better. We had many meetings, discussions 

and laughs together. Over time I did not 

just learn to work together with them, but I 

now count them among my good friends.  

As the NAHSS progressed, I got to know more 

of my fellow students. The summer school 

at the University of Leiden was the perfect 

opportunity for doing so, since we combined 

the lectures with exploring the Hague’s 

nightlife. The culmination of the NAHSS was of 

The NAHSS encouraged us to get out of  
our comfort zone.

course the trip to Singapore. We experienced 

a new culture, visited interesting companies, 

attended great lectures, enjoyed good 

food and above all each other’s company.  

The NAHSS was an adventure that broadened 

my horizons, which I am most grateful to the 

Program Board and my fellow students for.

Student Experience:  
The NAHSS has it all

The NAHSS trip to Singapore was truly an 

unforgettable experience. The vigorous 

program was packed with academic, business, 

and cultural activities, ensuring that everyone’s 

desire for a challenging program was met. 

From dining on Michelin-star-awarded roasted 

duck, to pitching innovative marketing ideas 

to the A.S. Watson Group, to singing (yelling) 

together with 30 others in a karaoke bar 

that measured 3m2, the NAHSS had it all.  

Despite the almost-intolerable heat and 

permanently soaked armpits, we managed 

to keep our heads cool and deliver some 

pretty impressive presentations at the 

National University of Singapore. All in all, it  

was incredible (HDP).

We have a cooperation with the NAHSS for several years now. Asia is a huge market and it offers a lot 

of opportunities in sports. However, cultural differences, language, distance, time zone and several 

other aspects make it sometimes challenging. The NAHSS can provide useful insights, expertise and 

field research to explore sports related opportunities in Asia and this year specifically in Singapore.

We normally focus mostly on China and did several great projects with the NAHSS. However, since the pandemic, it is difficult 

for international travellers to go to China and therefore we are also looking to other growing markets in Asia. The NAHSS will 

conduct a market research for Singapore and maps the opportunities for Dutch organizations. This is very relevant for us. In that 

way, we can serve and facilitate our members that want to do business in Singapore.

Singapore is a new market for us and the pandemic makes it sometimes more challenging to work on these kind of projects. 

However, we are very happy about the cooperation so far. The NAHSS teams already showed some nice insights and progress 

in their research. We are looking forward to the final results!

Rick Sleegers
Project manager Orange Sports Forum
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Using Dutch software  
in China
An analysis of IT, business, cultural, and legal aspects

Hutchison Ports 

ECT Rotterdam

Student Experience: 
Not an ordinary trip abroad

When I applied for the NAHSS I could never 

have imagined what a great time I would have. 

Learning about China & Singapore, working on our 

consultancy project, actually traveling to Asia, and 

experiencing all this in a group of 70 students. Not 

only did I learn a lot of hard and soft skills, including 

presenting, solving a strategic problem, logical 

reasoning, and working in a group with people from 

different study backgrounds. I also had the chance 

to discover Singapore from a completely different 

side than I would have done as an ‘ordinary’ tourist. 

In combination with the information we received 

during the summer school, I feel that I was able to 

get a glimpse of the business community and culture 

in Singapore. Overall, I would never have missed the 

NAHSS and would recommend it to anyone!

Student Experience:  
The most valuable educational 
experience in college

For me, NAHSS was the most fun and 

educational experience of my college days.  

I never thought beforehand that a programme 

of only a few months could teach me so 

incredibly much. Besides the inspiring speakers 

and company visits, there is one thing that has 

stayed with me most of all - the other students 

who participate. Never before have I met such 

an enormously talented and enthusiastic group 

of like-minded young people. You can have an 

interesting conversation with anyone related to 

the NAHSS about both serious and less serious 

topics. It is absolutely inspiring to see what the 

other NAHSS people have done in their lives, 

and I found it a privilege to learn from them.

Student Experience:  
A managerial challenge in  
an IT transformation

One of the issues we had to solve for ECT was 

how a team in China should be structured 

(e.g. Dutch or Chinese management).  

It was essential to identify the similarities and 

differences between the Dutch and Chinese 

(business) culture in order to subsequently 

assess which team configuration is most 

efficient in China. We used a well-known 

framework to analyse both cultures. This 

resulted in a recommendation to ECT to put 

a Chinese manager in charge of the Chinese 

team, given that this person has experience 

in working in a Western company. We learned 

a lot in solving this issue, namely learning 

how to use an issue tree and the value of a  

good framework.

For me, NAHSS was the most fun and educational 
experience of my college days. I never thought beforehand 

that a programme of only a few months could teach me  
so incredibly much.

During our time in the NAHSS programme, the seven of us did a project for ECT 

Rotterdam, a subsidiary of Hutchison Ports. As one of the largest container shipping 

companies they had an important strategic question: “Is it possible for ECT to upscale 

its software and start using it in Chinese ports? And if so, which factors should be 

taken into consideration when doing so?”

To solve this issue we made an issue tree and started looking at the problem from multiple 

different perspectives. Examples are the IT-technical, business, cultural, and legal perspectives. 

We dove into the software, cultural differences between China and the Netherlands, Chinese 

law, and customs. Ultimately we focused on data storage, intellectual property rights in China,  

and a model to compare culture between the two societies. 

After a few months, weekly meetings, a trip to the port of Rotterdam, four presentations, and 

many many hours spent, we drew several conclusions for ECT. About these, we wrote a final 

paper and produced a presentation, which we are looking forward to showing to ECT!

Because the shipping container changed the world, and ECT changed the world of the 

shipping container.
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Market research in the  
sustainable energy field

Rabobank

The Chinese economy has been 

experiencing major growth over the 

past few decades. Due to this growth, 

the demand for energy has risen 

tremendously. Most of China’s energy is 

generated by fossil fuels, in particular, 

by coal, and it is the country that emits 

the most CO2 in the entire world. On the 

other hand, China is the world leader in 

renewable energies, and it has made 

commitments to several sustainability 

goals. Furthermore, they are heavily 

dependent on imported energies to 

continue to meet their energy demands. 

Due to this, they have great motivation 

to develop other energy sources that can 

be sustained in the future. Therefore, it 

is interesting to find out what China is 

doing to produce greener energy, and 

how they plan on reaching their climate 

goals. 

During our consultancy project for the 

Rabobank, we performed market research 

on various Chinese green energy sectors, 

and ended up focusing on the wind energy, 

solar energy, and hydro energy market. 

Furthermore, we were asked to identify several 

companies in each sector that are promising 

and are creating innovative solutions to the 

many problems that come with generating 

sustainable energy. 

China is currently the world’s largest producer 

of solar energy, and it is expected that by 

2060, it could power 43.2% of electricity 

demands using solar power. The most 

promising company we identified here was 

Jinko solar, as they are one of the largest and 

most innovative solar energy companies in 

the world.

China is also the world’s largest producer 

of Hydrogen. However, most of them are 

gray hydrogen, as they are produced in an 

unsustainable way. Hence, we look into the 

possibility of accelerating the production 

of sustainable Hydrogen. An interesting 

company that we have found is Cummis Enze. 

A joint venture of an American company and 

a state-owned Chinese company. They have 

the most advanced method of electrolyse, 

which is a promising way of producing 

sustainable hydrogen.

Besides solar and hydrogen, China is also 

the largest producer of wind energy. China 

is forecast to have 1200 GW of combined 

wind and solar capacity by 2030 as part of 

the government’s pledge to increase the 

share of non-fossil fuels in primary energy 

consumption to around 25% by that year. 

In our opinion would Nanjing Oulu Electric 

Corp, Ltd be a great opportunity to invest 

in. It is a small Chinese wind company with 

big opportunities that are focusing in the 

European market as the Chinese market.

Student Experience:  
The summer school at NUS

During our two week trip to Singapore, we participated in a week-long summer 

school at the National University of Singapore to prepare us for Asia’s turn on 

the global stage. We followed interesting lectures on the history of Singapore, 

Singapore’s relationship with China, multiculturalism in Singapore, trends and 

sustainable growth in the ASEAN, and how Asia is fighting climate change. 

Furthermore, we were honored with a special guest lecture by Prof. Kishore 

Mahbubani, who talked about his recent book “The Asian 21st century” and 

provided us with interesting insights on current world issues from a more Asian 

perspective. I learned so much about Asia and the way it is dealing with climate 

change during this week, and I believe all of the knowledge I have gained will 

contribute tremendously to my future career.

Student Experience: 
Learning from other 
disciplines

I have truly enjoyed the experience of 

being a NAHSS’er. The programme was 

composed of diverse activities, which 

allows us to explore the China/Asia - 

Western issue in a broad perspective. 

Also, I have met very interesting people 

among the cohort of NAHSS. Their 

background was very different from 

mine. Therefore, I have engaged in many 

different interesting conversations that I 

have never had before. The highlight of 

the programme was definitely the study 

trip to Singapore. It was one of the most 

exciting experiences of my life. Singapore 

is such an amazing country with strong 

identity. Furthermore, the nice delegation 

has contributed to the whole experience.

Student Experience:  
Talking to locals

What I really enjoyed about the summer school was meeting 

a whole new group of people. It was nice to be mixed with 

people from many different study backgrounds, which I 

otherwise would not. I also really enjoyed being in Singapore 

for a longer time, as through this we got to talk to students 

from the NUS and many Singaporeans. I made some nice 

friends along the way! The whole experience was something 

very unique, we had loads of fun whilst learning a lot about 

Asia and its’ history and business life. I enjoyed the variety 

between business, learning and cultural experiences.
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Visit our website www.nahss.nl for more information and follow 

us on any social media to stay up to date! Do not forget to apply 

between the 1st of December and the 7th of January, so that 

hopefully we can meet each other at the kick-off event in March 

2023! If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact 

us via info@nahss.nl or ask one of our ambassadors at your  

own university.

Become
a Participant!
Are you an ambitious and open-minded second- or third-year bachelor student? 
Are you interested in studying the Chinese culture? Do you want to visit and  
conduct a consultancy project for one of the major multinationals partnering our  
programme?

We are  

looking for 

you!

The NAHSS is an unique experience 
in which you are surrounded by 

passionate, like-minded students 
from interdisciplinary backgrounds.

The NAHSS gives you an opportunity 
to experience China on an academic, 

business and cultural level.

Application criteria
To be eligible for the NAHSS-programme,  

you need to meet the following criteria:

  You are a second- or third-year bachelor   

  student studying at a Dutch university (*fourth  

  year bachelor students and higher with justi- 

  fiable reasons for their study delay can also  

  apply for the NAHSS, e.g. board year and/or  

  internship)   
   You are fluent in English and Dutch in speech 

and writing

  You have affinity with China

   You are ambitious, social, active,  

open-minded and entrepreneurial 
   You are an excellent student and meet  

at least one of the following criteria:

  • Honours student 

  • Distinctive extracurricular activities

  • Above average grades (≥ 8/10)

Are you not sure if you will meet the criteria above? 

Do not hesitate to contact us at info@nahss.nl

The Netherlands-Asia Honours Summer School (NAHSS) provides 

Dutch top talent the chance to experience the opportunities that 

China brings us today in order to prepare them for their future in 

this globalized world. Each year, the NAHSS grants 100 ambitious 

students of all disciplines and universities the opportunity to 

participate in this dynamic programme which ends with a trip to 

China (adapted to applicable travel restrictions at the time). 

The NAHSS connects our partners to high-performing students with a strong  
affinity to China, an extensive alumni network and the Triple Helix network  
consisting of universities, companies and governmental instances.
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What makes us unique?

Why become a partner?
Gain access to our elaborate (alumni) network

   Familiarize ambitious students with your company at 

an early stage of their career

   Obtain access to our private-public network 

consisting of Dutch and Chinese partners

   Connect with our 850 alumni through events and   

social media

Surprising perspectives and insights

   Gain insight into current trends in China through   

a consultancy project run by a multidisciplinary   

student team

   Familiarize with the Chinese culture from an   

  unbiased student perspective

Invest in the Netherlands-China relationship

   Contribute to a stronger bilateral relationship  

  between the Netherlands and China on a political,   

  economic and social level

Support Dutch talent

  Enrich highly ambitious students with an interest  

  in China

  Prepare students for an international career

Dynamic talent pool

   Consisting of highly talented, multidisciplinary 

and internationally orientated young 

professionals

Exclusive selection process

   Participants are carefully selected by a 

committee consisting of partnering experts from 

a.o. McKinsey & Company

Our Triple Helix network

   Become part of this joint effort to prepare  

students for the possibilities and pitfalls  

of China 
   Learn about the varying perspectives of  

universities, companies and governmental  

instances

Strong partnerships

  �Partners host inspiring events in both China  

and the Netherlands

  Events contain networking moments to bring  

  various parties into contact with each other

Alumni Network

  �Access to an 850+ network of top performers 

from different disciplines

  Attending networking events organized by the  

  NAHSS Alumni Board

contact us: info@nahss.nl | www.nahss.nl

Become
our Partner
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Netherlands-Asia Honours Summer School 2022
On behalf of all the participants this year, the Netherlands-Asia Honours Summer School would like to thank you for your  

support. We look forward to another successful cooperation with you during the next edition of the NAHSS.

www.nahss.nl
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